
REJOINDERS

Immanuel J akobovits

The hesitation of the leadig. spokesmen of religion to pro-
nounce on the "Red or Dead" issue, regrettable as it may be,
is understadable enough. On the one hand, the alternatives to
be weighed are of such cataclysmic proportons - affectig,

as they do, every human lie on earh - that a feelig of per-

sonal inadequacy and lack of qualication to express an opinon
on ths supremely fateful question may be a mark of one's
realistic sense of responsibilty rather than an abdication of
one's duty. For such a super-decision the world realy requies
super-saints and super-scholars, equipped with a wisdom far
exceeding even Solomon's. On the other hand, the problem

itself is so completely unique and without paralel that even
the most leared master of religious knowledge may be excused
if he fids his search for reliable gudance in the literar store-
house of his :Eaith unavailing. How can there be precedents
for a situation which is so unprecedented?

Th perplexity is partcularly acute for the teachers of au-
thentic Judaism. Unle many other moralsts or religious
thers, they canot resort to some vague and loosely defied

system of ethics or to the dictates of their conscience for author-
itative answers to any moral questions, let alone to a question
of such fearfl dimensions. The Judaism of the Torah can

determe ethcal conduct only in terms of exact and compel-
lig laws, and these in turn can enjoy the sanction of classic

Jewish teachings only if they are conclusively founded on pri-
ciples and practices enshried in the established corpus of J ew-

ish religious legilation.

Granted these premises, then, the problem would appear
wellnigh insoluble.

Yet the challenge must be met, however unequal to the task
both the judges and the laws they admini~ter may seem to be:
for the "Red or Dead" issue Is clearly of a purely moral
nature. True, before judgment can be pronounced, a great
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many political, mitary, psychological and other factors have
to be most carefully ascertained and analyzed. The decision

fist requires an accurate expert assessment, for instace, of the

political development liely to ensue from either verdict, of
the feasibilty to deter an atomic aggressor by the theat of
atomic retaliation or defense, of the chances of human surival
after an atomic holocaust, of the abilty of one country (how-
ever unassailable militarily) to subjugate a hostile world for
long, and of a host of other questions on which presumably no
one but the nation's top political and miltary leaders has any
reliable information. Such data are indispensable in considering
and adjudging the issue before us, and this inormation (how-
ever strictly classifed for security reasons) should be made
available (confdentially if necessary) to those charged with
helping to reach a decision and to guide public opinion. But
whatever the part played by expert evidence in providing the
facts on which the decision must be based, the decision itself
is the prerogative of the most competent moral authorities. And
since we believe the revealed wil of God to be the only abso-
lute arbiter of moral values, we must needs look to the spokes-
men of religion for the ultiate judgment and for securg
its public acceptance by recourse to every publicity device

at their disposaL. In this grave challenge Jewish spiritual leaders,
as the heirs of the original moral law revealed to man, face a
speial responsibility which they cannot ignore or delegate to
others.

Of the two problems mentioned in the fist paragraph that
of our competence is the more simple to resolve. According

to the Torah, no judicial perplexity is so great that it is beyond
the adequacy or authority of the spiritual guides of any age.
"J ephtah in hi generation is as (authentic asJ Samuel in his
generation" ( Rosh Hashanah 25b) , for jurisdiction is always
conferred on "the judge that shall be in those. days" (Deut.

17: 9) . Those charged with religious leadership must never
clai that their relative insuffciency renders them unequal

to a contemporary challenge. They have no right to shirk the
responsibility of makg even the most fatefu decisions re-
quired in their time, for their authority is a great and absolute
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as that of the most outstanding visionaries in any other age.

Our leadig rabbis today are the Moses, or Isaiah, or Hiel,
or Maimonides of our tie.

More formdable is the question of how to fid any instrct-
ive precedents to guide us in our present dilemma. The tal-
mudic parallels adduced by Rabbi Lamm - on the religious
classifcation of wars, on the limit of voluntary mardom, on
the superiority of lie over law, etc. - are all relevant and

valid as far as they go. Yet they all touch only on more or less
insigncant aspects of the problem, for none of these parallels
envisage the enslavement or annihilation of the entire human
race! The diference between the "Red or Dead" issue and
the rabbinc precedents cited is not just in degree but in kid;
the diference is the same as between amputating a limb or an
organ of a person and kig him altogether. The fact that
both acts have the destrction of livig tissues in common is,

of course, quite imaterial to the pricipal distinction between

the acts. Similarly, the rulings on wars or martyrdom - deal-
ing merely with the sacrifce of a part of humanity or a people
- may be quite inconclusive as a guide to decisions involvig
all members of the human or national society.

On the other hand, Jewish law itself does equate the life
of a single individual with that of all manind. "Whoever de-
stroys a single lie is regarded as if he destroyed the entie
world, and whoever preserves a single life is regarded as if he
preserved the whole world" (Sanhedrin 4:5). This is not a mere-
ly homietical or aggadic statement; it is of equal signicance
as a practical rulig of the Halakhah. Equating the wort of
one with any number of human beings as identical, it postulates
that every individual is of infinite value and innity multiplied
or divided by any number stil reiiais the same innity.

Accordingly, it is forbidden deliberately to sacrice one human
being even in order to save thereby a hundred or a mion
others (Yoreh De'ah, 157:1, gloss), just as a person who has
only a few more moments to live (i.e. a tiy fraction of life)
enjoys precisely the same inte worth as another who can
sti look forward to seventy years of lie (ib., 339: 1; and Mai-
monides, Bil. Rotze'ach, 2:7).
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Weare therefore halakhcaly justied in drawig some
analogy between the fate of one or more individuals whose lie
is at stake and that of the whole of humanty, however un-
precedented the latter contingency may be. To that extent Rab-
bi Lamm's inerences from the teachings on lited theats
to human life he quotes are valid in the strictly legal sense or
at least in theory. But in practice it may well be that, just as'
the law distiguishes between an individual and the public in
regard to martyrdom and certain moral values'. (as recognied
in Rabbi Lamm's aricle), it alo evaluates the rights and
duties of the entire human society dierentIyfrom those of a
more confed public. In other words, the applicabilty' of rues
affectig individuals or the public to the conduct of humanity
at large must stil be proved.

Turning now to the essence of the problem at issue, I th

an analysis of the most fundamental question involved should
yield a somewhat diferent approach from Rabbi Lamr's in
our search for halalcic guide-lines. The underlying question

in the "Red or Dead" issue, as it confronts us at the moment,
is not whether we choose the one or the other. Naturally we
prefer neither. The actual question now is whether (a) the
free world should continue its atomic build-up - both as a'

deterrent to prevent an attack and as a means to "massive re-
talation" in the event of an attack - even at the risk of

unversal destruction ("Dead") or (b) it should disarm uni-

laterally to avoid the alternative of global annilation even
at the risk of eventual enslavement ("Red"). In moral terms
the problem is reduced priariy, I believe, to the question

of whether the unquestioned right of self-defense (surely the
only justifcation for war or its preparation) includes the

threat (deterrent) or act (retaliation) of destroying one's own

lie together with that of the aggressor. So long as wars were
lited and it was liely that the belligerents would surve and
one would emerge victorious, the basic right to arm and to
wage war was clearly asserted by the law of self-defense, wheth-
er what was to be defended were lives or moral values. But if
both the lives and the values to be defended may, as now ap-
pears possible, themselves be destroyed together with the ag-
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gresor in the exercise of self-defense, the nght to resrt to it
is questionable.

Halakcally this question may be defied in relatively simple
. term. A major source in the Torah for the law of self-defense
is the provision. exoneratig from guilt a potential victim of
robbe with possible violence if in self-defense he strck down
and, if necessar, even kied the attacker before he committed

any crime (Ex. 22: 1 ). Hence, in the words of the rabbis, "if
a man comes to slay you, forestall by slayig hi!" (Rashi;
Sanhedrin 72a). Now ths law confers the nght of self-defense
only if the victi will thereby forestall the anticipated attck

and save 1u own life at the expense of the aggressor's. But the
defender would certiny not be entitled to frstrate the attack
if ths could be done only at the cost of both lives; for instace~
by blowing up the house in which he and the robber encounter

each other. Presumably the victim would then have to submit
to the robbery and even to death by violence at the hands of
the . attacker rather than take "preventive" action which would
be sure to cause two death.

In view of ths vital litation of the law of self-defense, it

would appe that a defensive war liely to endanger the sur-
vival of the attackig and the defending nations ale, if not

indee of the entie human race, can never be justied. On the
assumption, then, that the choice posed by a threatened nuclear
attack would be either complete mutual destruction or surrender,
only the secnd alternative may be morally vindicated.

Once the recourse to atomic warfare even in self-defense (re-
taliation) is elinated, the threat to resort to it when attacked

(deterrent) also would naturally have to be abandoned. A
threat is effective, and can be justied, only as long as the pos-
sibility to carr it out exists. It would be futie, in order to scare
off robbers, to equip one's home with a powerful bomb if one
has no intention, or right, to explode it when actually challenged
by a robber.

The law of self-defense (i.e., the nght to kill an attacker
in anticipation of an act of violence on his part) does, of course,

also extend to preventing (though not to retaliating) a moral
assault, but the exercise of th right is restrcted to preventing
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rape constituting adultery or incest (Maimonides, Hil. Rotze-
ach, 1: 10-12); thi is therefore inapplicable to our problem.

With the exclusion of self-defense as a valid argument

in favor of the "Dead" plan, the only major consideration

that remains is the martrdom theme (developed at length by
Rabbi Lamm), i.e., whether the moral values to be preserved
transcepd the worth of lie itself, so that we are required to
defend them to death. I cannot altogether agree with Rabbi

Lamm's reasoning on this matter. Dealig with the individual's
choice between "Red or Dead," he rightly concludes that the
suppression of moral values resulting from the "Red" alter-
native would not be such as to justify or demand their defense
at the cost of life. If he nevertheless finally opts in favor of

"Dead" in the light of Jewish teachings it is because he regards
the defense of Judaism and of the Land of Israel as a casus belli
for an Obligatory War (Milchemet Mitzvah) to be fought even
at the risk of total anniation.

This argument seems completely irrelevant to me. Surely
we are not asked or meant to express an opinion on whether

Jews or Israel should choose "Red or Dead," but on what we,
as Jewish citizens, would urge the free world to decide on the
basis of our religious teachigs. We could scarcely determne
such a choice by the obligation which we, as Jews, owe to our
own faith or to the national interest of IsraeL.

Nor are the priciples governng Obligatory Wars necessariy

applicable to the nations of the world. The religious duty to
defend Israel's borders and Judaism, imposed on us by Divine
law, is obviously limited to the people of IsraeL. Moreover, even
for Jews I doubt if the laws relating to the Obligatory Wars,

or to collective martyrdom, can be applied in the present cir-
cumstances. According to Maimonides, the duty to surrender
to death rather than to the cardinal sins of idolatry, incest, and
bloodshed (i.e., the three supreme offenses against God, oneself
and one's neighbor) stems itself from the concept of the "sanc-
tification of the Name" CHilo Yesodei Hatorah. 5:1-2) on the
basis of the verse "And I shall be sanctified in the midst of
the chidren of Israel" (ib., and Lev. 22:32). Th implies that
martyrs wil be surved by other Jews who wil be inspired to
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simar heroism by such a test of faith, or who wi at least
contiue to uphold the sanctity of the Name. But if the alterna-
tive to surender is the destruction of the whole Jewish people,

the sacrice lacks al meanig, since God can no longer "be

sanctied in the midst of the chidren of IsraeL."

This explai, no doubt, why - the regulations on Obligatory

Wars notwthstanding - Rabbi J ohanan ben Zakai and hi
party opposed the Zealots' plan to fight the Roman aggressors
to the fish, choosing intead to surender to their godess con-

querors rather than to risk the extiction of the Jewish people.

And the Romans, after all, were at leat as "Red" - in terms
of the enslavement and moral degradation incted by their

conquest - as the Communists are ever liely to be. Yet Rab-
binc Judaism never censured Rabbi Johanan ben Zakai for
his fateful decision agait "Dead." It is absurd to defend J uda-
ism by rikig the liquidation of the last Jew to uphold it. Hi-
tory has trumphantly vidicated the profound wisdom and

justice of ths hitoric decision. It would liewise be utter folly
to fight for the preservation of our Western ideas at the expense
of the human element able to transmit them to future genera-
tions.

No human group has been confonted more often by the
tragic choice between the loss of freedom and the loss of exit-
ence than the Jewish people. Its attitude, in broad priciple, has
always been exemplied by the Psalmst jubilant cry of thanks-
giving: "The Lord hath chastened me sore; but He hath not
given me over unto death" (Ps. 118:18). The Jew has ever
preferred lie with indignty and servitude to death with glory.

With every fibre of hi being he clung to lie even under the

most miserable conditions, holdig out, in patient submission

to suffering, for the dawn of freedom to break, if not on himself,
then at least on his descendants.

We believe that, in the final analysis, the only really effective
protection of mankd, as of the Jewish people, from the cala-
mitous peri of both "Red" and "Dead" lies in strengtening
our moral and religious defenses.
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"Oh that My people would hearken unto Me,
That Israel would walk in My ways!
I would soon subdue their enemies,
And tu, My hand against their adversaries.
The haters of the Lord should dwindle away before Hi;
And their punishment should endure forever" (Ps. 81:14-16).
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I cannot exaggerate the interest with which I read Rabbi
Lamm's aricle. The issue he discusses is. clearly of the deepest
concern .to anyone aware of the state of international relations
and the magnitude that weapons of destruction have reached
in recnt years. Furthermore, the article attempts to formulate

a Jewish view of a question that, for once, is not in the clas
of kashruth or mixed seating. That is not to say, of course, that
such sl?ecifcally "ritual" questions are of lesser concern to a
Judaism that looks to the Will of God rather than the judgment
of man for its criterion of relevance. Nevertheless, it is good
to be reminded that God is at least as much concerned with the
issue of war or peace as he is with what we eat or how we
pray. Rabbi Lamm has brought this home with great clarity
and erudition, a task for which the readers of TRAITION
owe hi a debt of gratitude.

Having said this, I must admit to a number of questions that
come to my mind upon reading the article, some of them more
in the form of requests for clarifcation rather than criticisms.

1) Rabbi Lamm seems to be quite aware that the "Red or
Dead" dilemma is more of a state problem than an individual
one. The question at this point concerns what the policy of
this or that government ought to be rather than how any given
individual ought to act vis a vis the Soviet Union. Th being
the case, it is not clear to me whether Rabbi Lamm is priarily
discussing what attitude American Jews ought to have to the
policy of the government of the United States on this matter
or whether the issue concerns the attitude all Jews ought to
have regarding the policy of the state of Israel on thi matter.
Thi distinction seems to me important because if, to take the
fist alternative fist, the question concern the Jewih attitude
toward the policy of the United States, then certain of the cate-
:gories Rabbi Lamm employs do not seem to me too easily ap-
'plicable. Specifcally, can one speak of "Obligatory Wars" and
'''Optional Wars" as applying to any state other than the one
intituted by the Torah and rulig the people of Israel in the
land of Israel? It is hard to see, in terms of the undoubtedly ac-
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curate criteria given in the artcle for obligatory wars, how

thes could apply to a state whose Jewish population is a smaI

miority, even if this minority is fully privileged in the political
sense.

If, on the other hand, it is the policy of the state. of Israel
that concerns us, other questions come to mind. Fir, there
is the question of the chance of success in such an uneven con-
flct. More about this soon. Secondly, Rabbi Lamm, by apply-
ing the categories of obligatory and optional wars to the State
of Israel, implies that the State of Israel has the halakhic status
of the biblically ordained state with all the rights and privileges

that go with that status. All ths is far from self-evident to me.

The State of Israel is a democratic state which vests all sover-
eignty in the people and its duly elected representatives. It is
the wil of the people, as expressed, by the Knesset, that is the

source of all law in IsraeL. It is quite clear that this is a diametr-
caly opposed vIew to that of the Torah for which the source
of al law is the wil of God, with the people having the choice

of obeyig or disobeying the law but never making it. If this
is so, then the State of Israel is no more a biblically ordained
state than any other modem democracy, which would in turn
imply that categories such as obligatory and optional war would
no more apply to it than they do to the United States or France.
Ths, of course, leaves open the question as to what haIakic
criteria, if any, apply to secular states in the matter .of making
war, a question which I, for one, am not prepared to answer.
at short notice.

2) There is another problem that I have with Rabbi Lamm's
arcle that is equally serious. While at the outset of his artcle

he emphasizes his realization that nuclear war is somethg
new because it raies the distinct possibilty of elimiating
human lie on this planet, he seems to lose sight of th as he
gets into the boy of the article. Both optional and obligatory'
wars are predicated on the chance of winnig and there-
by of achieving the ends sought. Whether the goal is to de-

stroy the Amalekites or to defend the Jewish peple against

an aggressor, all of this makes sense only if the Jewish people,
or at least a segment of it, can be conceived of as survivig the
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~ar and'enjoying its fruits. Should it be the case that modern'
'Yarfåre demand~ as the price for the total destruction of thé
enemy the total destruction of the Jewish people, then clearly
a new situation has arisen to which the old principles of war-
fare no longer apply. Whether this is technologicaly so or not
is, of course, another matter. But' it is precisely this eventuality
that people have in mind when they debate the "Red or Dead"
problem and it is to this possibility that we must address our-
selves. Even if this situation has not yet been fuy reàched,
we must ask ourselves how close thgs must come before,
to all intents and purposes, it. is such an agonizing choice we
face.

'Rabbi Lamm is perfectly right in his observation that clas-
sical Judaism does' not teach the desirability of buyig life at '
all costs. There are certain circumstances when, faced with
the choice of death or the transgression of specifc command-
ments, the choice must be death. But I must hasten to add'
two obsetvations. In prescribing death rather than transgression"

the Halakhah is operating on the level of individual morality.
This is a commandment that binds every individual Jew every ,
miiùte of' the day or night, wherever he may be. Even wh~re
whole communities have made this choice, they have done so
as individuals.. Nowhere döes the Halakhah speak of the de-
sirability of conducting a war, which is an act of state, with
the knowledge of certain defeat. On the individual level the
Halakhah does ask the Jew to embark on a course of conduct
that wil lead to his certain death, if the alternative transgression

is serious enough. But it never asks th~ nation to embark on
a course of conduct that will certainly lead to its destruction.
The reason for this leads me to my second point. The choice
of' death rather than transgression demands one necessary con-
dition: that the danger of transgression be immediate and spe-
cifc. This is the reason that it cannot apply to the state as, such.
Should a Jewish state ever be defeated by a foe bent on ex-
1erminating the faith of Israel, there is always time for mart-
,doin when this or that individual Jew is placed before the
.choiCe. ~t is, of course, otherwise when fighting a war might
:serve to obvi'ate the necessity for many individual Jews to be
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placed before such a choice. But that in tur presupposes the

possibility of victory, which is precisely the issue at stake here.
Where war will lead to the certain annihilation of al mankd,
it seems. much more reasonable to wait and let the choice of
marrdom come up on the individual level, keeping in mind
that no matter, how effcient a totalitarian system may be, there
is always the hope that. many individuals wil save themselves

without transgressing these crucial commandments and there-
by insure the. survival of the Jewish people.

Whie there are several other aspects of Rabbi Lamm's article
I would like to comment on, I must close before the comment
turns into a ful lengt article. I wil merèly repeat my thanks

to Rabbi Lamm for raising such a. vital question on a level
appropriate to it.
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